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NORM AN ENSEM BLE PERFORM S AT UM LECTURE SERIES
M ISSOU LA If you’ve seen the movie "Titanic," you’ve already heard upcoming University of
Montana performer Chris Norman and his wooden flute.
Norman’s haunting flute-playing accompanied two "Titanic" scenes with Leonardo
DiCaprio and Kate Winslet - one where he sketches her nude and another as they are chased
by a bad guy.
Montana audiences will have another chance to hear Norman’s exoressive flute when
he performs with the Chris Norman Ensemble at 8 p.m. Monday, Feb. 26, in the Music
Recital Hall. The free, public event is the seventh installment in the UM President’s Lecture
Series 2000-2001 and is presented in conjunction with the Department of Music.
Norman’s combination lecture and concert is titled "Crossover: The Interaction
Between the Folk Tradition and Classical Music from the Renaissance to the 21st Century."
He also will present a seminar, "Playing by Heart: A Hands-On Exploration and
Discussion of Learning and Playing Music by Ear," for faculty members and graduate
students. It will be held from 3:10 to 4:30 p.m. Monday in the Music Recital Hall.
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Hailed as one of the finest flute players of our time, Norman is credited with reviving
the simple wooden flute, which was nearly forgotten after the mid-1800s invention of the nowconventional metal instrument. He has helped redefine the softer-sounding wooden flute as an
alternative orchestral voice.
Norman performs on an eight-keyed, boxwood flute made in London in 1836 by Rudall
and Rose, the Stradivariuses of flute-makers.
He also is credited with defining a new musical category — "something between uptown
Celtic and baroque with a dance beat," wrote a Toronto Globe and Mail reviewer. "Norman is
working in a territory where classical, baroque and Celtic overlap."
A Nova Scotia native, Norman is a member of the renowned Baltimore Consort and
has toured nationally and internationally with folk trio Helicon, Celtic fusion group Skyedance
and his own ensemble, which includes Andy Thurston on guitar and James Blachly on bass.
Norman has five solo releases on the Dorian label, including "Man with the Wooden
Flute," which made the Billboard crossover charts for 12 weeks.
"A virtuoso like Chris Norman comes along, oh, perhaps once in a century," said CD
Review magazine.
Visit his Web site at www.chrisnorman.com.
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